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ABSTRACT
This thesis provides a crosstalk analysis of optical chip interconnects via single-
mode waveguides with synchronous transmission and asynchronous transmission. This
crosstalk model is general and can be used for any type of waveguide network. Three
cases of laser sources will be considered: (1) each channel operates with an independent
laser sources, (2) all laser sources have the same mean wavelength but with different
phase noise processes, and (3) all laser sources are identical with the exception of the
initial phases. The analysis takes into account the coupling-induced crosstalks between
adjacent waveguides, the laser linewidth, the shot noise, the dark current generated by
the photodiode, and the post-detection thermal noise. Bit error probabilities versus
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I. INTRODUCTION
This thesis considers the problem of crosstalk impact in an optical interconnect
system using a single-mode waveguide network [Ref. I-Ref. 8]. An optical interconnect
consists of two or more terminal nodes which are interconnected by a single optical path
or a high-density parallel network which preserves the parallel nature of the data
generated at the nodes [Ref. 9]. Such interconnect systems would consist of chip-to-chip
or board-to-board interconnections [Ref. 8]. The use of waveguides provides a potential
of integrating the entire system of transmitter and receiver on the same substrate [Ref.
10].
XIM"M NW RCV%
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of an optical interconnection transmission system
architecture [ Ref. 9].
A. BACKGROUND
Thbe success of optical communication has accelerated research on high capacity data
handling systems. It is expected that the monolithic integration of optical and electronic
components on the same chip will ultimately lead to ultrahigh-speed, high sensitivity,
compactness, reliability, low cost, as well as passive and active integrated optic
components [Ref. 11 ].
Integrated optics refers to the implementation of various functions with light such as
modulation, switching, generation, and detection in an optical guided wave structure
formed on a substrate. Use of the term "integrated" implies implementation of many of
these functions on the same substrate. Integrated optical devices are characterized by
many advantages associated with lightwave technology in general, namely, larger
information capacities than with electronic technology are possible, electromagnetic
interference is not present, and parallel processing is possible. Many of the advantages of
electronic integrated circuits, including the potential for fabrication economy and
reliability of devices combined onto one substrate apply to integrated optics. Vibration
problems associated with bulk optical experiments are eliminated when devices can be
integrated onto one substrate space. [Ref. 12]
Closely associated with integrated optics is the field of integrated optoelectronics
which encompasses device structures referred to as optoelectronic integrated circuits
(OEICs) [Ref. 12]. OEICs represent a device technology with potential to meet a broad
range of future telecommunication and computing system needs. Optoelectronic
integrated circuits are circuits that monolithically integrate optical and electrical
components on a single semiconductor chip [Ref. 10]. Compound semiconductor
materials are used to form optoelectronic integrated circuits because photonic devices
such as semiconductor lasers, detectors, high-speed electro-optic modulators and
switches, as well as quantum well waveguide devices, and high-speed electronic devices
can be formed with the same material alloys [Ref. 12].
High performance is now being achieved in devices using both GaAs and InP
material systems [Ref. 9]. It is in the combination of photonic components and electronic
circuitry that the OEIC gains a usefulness over and above that which can be obtained by
placing non-monolithic circuits together in a package. For example, it has been asserted
that only through monolithic integration can one fabricate extremely high-bandwidth
transmitters or high sensitivity receivers [Ref. 9].
OEICs currently fall into three categories: interconnects, communications, and
computing and signal processing. As mentioned before, an optical interconnect (Fig. 1)
consists of two or more terminal nodes which are interconnected by a single, high-band
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optical path, or alternately, a high-density parallel optical network which might preserve
the parallel nature of the data generated at the terminals. Such an architecture is useful
for interconnecting two computer mainframes or, on a smaller scale, would consist of
board-to-board or even chip-to-chip interconnections. The desirability of such a system
is its potential for the rapid transfer of parallel data from one system to another without
the concomitant problems of electromagnetic interference a', signal dispersion
commonly observed in a high-bit-rate electrical interconnects. [Ref. 9]
Fe. example, as computing environments evolve toward the type of distributed
network in Fig. 2 with data processing and database sharing amo:Ig remote locations,
overall operation efficiency increasingly relies on the efficiercy of interconnection links.
Optical interconnects are a new approach that could be used to achieve high-bandwidth
low-loss interconnects for these applications. [Ref. 9]
Figure 3 illustrates the functional charac.:ristics of a GaAs computer interface chip.
For insertion into a practical computer system, this circuit, for any OEIC component, has
been designed to meet the following requirements [Ref. 10]:
1) The circuits must be high speed, capable of multi-gigabits per second, with
relatively high complexity (10K transistors/chip).
2) They must be capable of operation in noisy envircaments; Pb < 10.15 in the
presence of noise levels up to 100 mV.
3) They must have high reliability, i.e., a failure rate <0.01% per kilohours for the
entire link, for over 105 h at 500 C.
4) They must have redundancy in critical paths with transmission error correction
capacity.
5) They must be compatible with existing computer interface technologies,













Figure 2: Distributed computer network [Ref. 10].
The advantages of OEICs are currently being exploited by the Department of the
Defense. OEICs are being developed for such applications as neural networks, high
speed signal processing, high speed communications, and advanced antenna systems. For
example, the development of efficient microwave signal distribution by optical fiber
creates the possibility of achieving unconventional antennas such as "smart skins". In
this example, individual radiated elements would conform to the contour of an aircraft
4
and the "antenna's" directional properties would be determined by control of phase
emission from different parts of the aircraft. Consequently, the DOD funds on-going
programs developing high frequency components, such as high speed GaAs circuitry.
This program is funded for seven years at a level of $500 million. [Ref. 10]
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Figure 3: OEIC Functions [Ref. 10]
B. APPROACH
This thtsis considers a mathematical approach that includes ricme than two
interfering channels. The modulation format used in this analysis is on-off keying (OOK)
with direct detection. Two, three, and four channels were modeled using synchronous bit
transmission. For comparison, two adjacent channels were modeled using asynchronous
bit transmission. The emphasis of this thesis will be on the impact of coupling induced
crosstalk between adjacent waveguides in a waveguide network. Furthermore, additional
parameters that will affect the performance of the interconnect system are the laser
5
linewidth, the shot noise and the dark current generated by the photodiode, and the post-
detection thermal noise. To be general, the receiver will be considered to be an integrate-
and-dump filter with integration time T where T is the bit time. Also, the current spectral
density of the post-detection thermal noise is denoted as N0 . The spectral density No can
be easily computed for a given low noise amplifier type given the effective noise
temperature and the matched resistance load.
The optical interconnect system is given in Fig. 4(a) for OOK direct detection. The
waveguide network consists of many single-mode waveguides. It can be a planar array
with uniform waveguide separation or any other structure (Fig. 4(b)). The envelope of
the output lightwave of a given waveguide is detected by the photodiode, which also
generates shot noise and dark current. The output of the photodiode is further corrupted
by the amplifier thermal noise. The total signal plus crosstalk, shot noise, dark current,
and thermal noise is integrated over one bit time T and the resulting bit energy at the end
of each integration time is determined by the slicer to be either bit one or bit zero. It is
assumed that the waveguide bandwidth is much larger than the bit rate and the signal
spectrum.
The resulting model for synchronous and asynchronous transmission was validated
using MATLAB. The resulting data from the MATLAB programs was graphed as a
series of performance and optimal threshold curves versus peak powers. These resulting
curves were then compared with Ref. 8 and Ref. 13 to determine the credibility of the








Figure 4(a): Optical Interconnect System for OOK Direct Detection
Planar Waveguides
Figure 4(b): Planar Waveguides
C. THESIS ORGANIZATION
This thesis is organized into four chapters. Chapter I provides a background to
optical chip interconnects. Chapter II provides the theoretical framework for the
performance analysis and discusses the numerical results when the bit transmission is
assumed to be synchronous where bit streams in all channels are time-aligned. Chapter
III provides the theoretical framework for the performance analysis and discusses the
numerical results when the bit transmission is assumed to be asynchronous where bit
streams in all channels are not time aligned. As in Ref. 8, three cases of laser sources
were considered and modeled. In case one, the system was modeled utilizing non-
7
coinciding and uncorrelated light sources (each channel operates with an independent
laser source). In case two, the system was modeled utilizing coinciding and uncorrelated
channel light sources (all laser sources have the same mean wavelength but with different
phase noise processes). Finally, in case three, the system was modeled utilizing
coinciding and correlated channel light sources (all laser sources are identical with the
exception of the initial phases). Chapter IV is a summary of the study. Appendices A
and B are derivations of the conditional mean square value of Xi for synchronous and
asynchronous transmission. Appendices C through F contain sample MATLAB
programs. Appendices C and D are sample programs for two adjacent channels with
synchronous and asynchronous transmission. Appendices E and F are sample MATLAB
programs for three and four adjacent channels with synchronous transmission.
IL SYNCHRONOUS OPTICAL CHIP INTERCONNECTS
A. ANALYSIS
For mathematical convenience, the complex envelope notation of a real signal is
adopted. Thus, for a given transmitted bit bio of a given channel 0 whose laser phase
noise process is 0o(t), the signal at the input of the photodiode is designated as
Si(t) =A bin eot) + M>' .CkA~ +'+k
=I-v m.. • kt)Wt+, 05 t:5T (I)
72 k=1 42
where A is the OOK signal amplitude, Ok (t) is the laser phase noise process, Wo and ýk
are the frequency spacing and the initial phase difference between channels k and 0,
respectively. Also, bik represents the transmitted bit of channel k, and Ck represents the
coupling from channel k to channel 0. The summation term in equation (1) thus
represents the crosstalk from M adjacent channels into channel 0. In equation (1), all
waveguides are assumed to have the same attenuation. For the case of M = 2, that is,
when only the two nearest adjacent channels are considered, equation (1) reduces to the
result in equation (2.4) in Ref. 8. In this case Ck = B/i- 2B2, k=l,2 where B is the
total power coupled from a waveguide into its adjacent waveguide. In practice bik, k =
0,1,-..,M are not necessarily equal to zero or one. Let rk, k = 0,1,-..,M be the extinction
ratio of the laser of channel k defined as the ratio of the transmitted power of the logical
zero to that of a logical one. Then bok =;rik/(l+rk) for logical zero and
blk = 4I/(I + rk) for logical one. Hereafter, the rk's are assumed to be identical for all
channels.
Let R = neq/hf be the photodiode responsitivity [Ref. 14 - Ref. 15] where n. S 1 is
the quantum efficiency, q is the electron charge (1.6x10-19 C), h is Planck's constant
(6.626 x 10-3 J-s), and f is the frequency. The output current of the photodiode is
Rlsi(t)12 + w,(t)+ wdk(t) where w,(t) is the shot noise generated by the photodiode and
9
wak(t) is the dark current noise. The output of the photodiode plus the post-detection
thermal noise n(t) is integrated by the integrate-and dump filter with the normalization
constant R resulting in the following decision variable Y1




xw 'o Isj(tA dt (2b)
W 1 T(2
W R - ý 'ow.(t)dt (C
Wd= k fowdk(t)dt (2d)
_L T
N R f,'n(t)dt. (2e)
Since n(t) is a zero mean Gaussian process with spectral density No, the Gaussian random
variable N also has zero mean and its variance ;2 is given by
02... TN0  (3)
N =
On the other hand, the shot noise wk',) is a non-stationary process since the envelope of
the signal at the input of the photodiode, namely Islet•, is time-dependent. Therefore, the
shot noise w,(t) can be modeled as a zero mean wide-sense stationary Gaussian process
whose spectral density Wo(bE), given a bit pattern b; = (bio, bil,--,bik), is proportional to
the conditional mean of the squared envelope of the input signal. In other words,
E{lsi(t12Ibi} approximates Isi(t)12 over a bit time T. Based on this approximat;•n, the
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shot noise spectral density can be obtained as follows [Ref. 17]
W =bj qRE{Isi(t)I'rbi}
2 C Y bkJt (4)
From equation (2c) and equation (4), the conditional variance of Ws, given a bit pattern
hi, is
2 (.) =TWoCbi)
The dark current noise spectral density function is ql& where Id is the dark current. The
variance of the dark current noise is T2, --TqI/R 2 . The random variable Xi in
equation (2b) consists of the signal term, the signal-crosstalk term, and the crosstalk-
crosstalk term. Substituting equation (1) into equation (2b), the random variable becomes
M • T
2 -- 2T,- + 2 ICkAbiobik- o Jf°e•o>,"-t), ,. .,
2k=1+o+*,. 0o o-,00t~oo.)-k ,.,ak)} (6,)
M MT
+ 2 k-=1Y,= CkCIA2bikbiteJ(k-O' ' j 0 k ()0-O°(t)+((-k C0)'t]dt.
The last two terms of the expression of Xi represent the crosstalk in channel 0. The
statistics of these terms are extremely difficult to obtain (if possible). Consequently, for
tractable analysis, Yi is modeled as a Gaussian random variable. Such a Gaussian
approximation has also been used in Ref. 8 with a different mathematical approach.
Gaussian approximations are commonly used to obtain the bit error probability for
lightwave systems when the exact statistics of the decision variable cannot be analytically
obtained [Refs. 13, 17 -18). From equation (6), the mean of Xi conditional on a given bit
pattern bi is given by
11
R, (bj) =E{XjIb1} = A2-Th + XC2A27t2L 7- *i0o -2 "- k• A' (7)2 2 k=1
From equation (7) and equation (A5) of Appendix A, the conditional variance 02 (i) of
X i can be calculated as follows:
CFX2M
oj (~) C2A4T2b ~2,c2/42(V2 + Sk)C)=Ik-I k b~j~v4
I~~v + )2[2,cVe-21x(2,c~k sin Wzk - 2xvcos 298k) (8)
+2XSke 2  (2x8k cos 2 X8 k + 2xvsin2X8k) + 4t 2V2 -4 252]}
where v - lT and 8k = CkT/2x. "The parameter 0 is the laser linewidth. In summary,
the Gaussian approximation allows the decision variable Yi in equation (2) to be
considered as a Gaussian random variable with conditional mean Yibi) = Xi~i) in
equation (7) and conditional variance a0 (bi) given by
o2 Cbi) = 62 Xi~) + o2w (i) + O2w +02. 9
For a threshold ot, the conditional bit error probability given bit patterns V= (bo,
bil,"', biM) and bi = (blo, bil,'", biM) is [Ref. 19]
Pb(b 1 ,..., biM) I PO(bi ) + lP(b) (10a)
where
12
and erfc( • ) is defined as 2 ,.e-_x•d
erfc(a)'- :fe dx (lOd)
The bit error probability Pb is obtained by taking the expectation of Pb(bil,-'..,bM) with
respect to the bit patterns (bil,--., b•). Since there are 2M such patterns, the bit error
probability becomes
b = ( )(bi .. biM
where the summation is over all 2M patterns (b1 ,bi2,..-,b-M). The optimal threshold that
minimizes the bit error probability is the value that satisfies equation (12).
(.. biM{ 0  e (,?] 2 /2.2 (i•0)
, )y V /202 (12)
-y, ____.v~;)a/2.(e =0.
Equation (12) is obtained by setting aPb/•a to zero.
In the case when all laser sources have the same mean wavelength but are
uncorrelated, the above results apply by setting 8 k = 0 with k = 1, 2,---, M in equation
(8). Furthermore, when all laser sources are identical such that all sources have the same2
wavelength and phases noise process except for the random initial phases, then Oxi (hi)
13
in equation (8) reduces to
O••i--.. , 4,22 2




In this section numerical results are presented for a system with a bit rate of 500
Mb/s. The responsitivity of the photodiode is taken to be 0.5 and the laser extinction
ratio is 1/20. The dark current Idk=10 nA. The effective noise temperature for a low
noise amplifier-integrate and dump-slicer receiver is 180 K. Furthermore assuming a
matched load of RL = 50 Ql, the post detection thermal noise current spectral density is
No = 2kTO/RL = 10.22 A2/Iz [Ref. 15 and Ref. 20] where k = 1.38 X 10-23 J/K is the
Boltzmann's constant.
This section is broken down into the three cases of laser sources and the power
penalty plot summaries. The data collected are the results of the MATLAB model
(Appendix C) of the optical chip interconnect for synchronous transmission. The first
case of laser source occurs when all channels operate with independent laser sources.
Case two occurs when all laser sources have the same mean wavelength but have
different noise processes. Finally, in case three, all laser sources are identical with the
exception of the initial phase. These three cases are summarized in the three power
penalty plot summaries for a bit error probability Pb of 10-15.
1. Case I
Figures 5-6 show the bit error probability Pb versus the received peak power
A2/2 for various levels crosstalk from two adjacent channels relative to that of a single
channel operation (zero crosstalk). The laser linewidth-bit rate ratio and frequency
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spacing-bit rate ratios (v,8 1,82 ) were taken to be (0.1,0.3,0.3) and (0.1,0.7,0.7),
respectively. As seen in Fig. 5, the bit error rate floor exists around 10-12 for -20 dB
crosstalk irrespective of the received peak power. Crosstalk levels must be less than - 26
dB for a power penalty of I dB or less at Pb = 1015.
100
.- 10-9:0d 0O 3 . ......... ...... .... ..... ..... ...... .. . ... ... ............ .. .... ... ... ...... ....... . .... ..... ...... ....
1 0 -6 . ..... .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... ..... ... .. • ...... . .. ... ......... ........... .• ............. ......
10-9 - -6 -54 .52 ... 4 -
Peak PowdB (dW)
Figure 5: Pb vs. A2/2 as a function of crosstalk levels with (v,8],8 2) = (0.1,0.3,0.3).
From Fig. 6, it is seen that by increasing the frequency spacing, the crosstalk
level can be reduced to less than -23 dE for 1 dB or less in power penalty at Pb = 10"18.
Figures 7-8 show the normalized optimum threshold versus the received peak power as a
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with a larger laser linewidth-bit rate ratio improves the performance. For d.B or less in
power penalty at Pb = 10.15, the permitted crosstalk level is less than-23 d.B instead of
-26 dB as in Fig. 5. When the normalized linewidth is increased to 5 as in Fig. 10, there
is less than 1 dB power penalty at crosstalk levels less than -17 dB. This happens
because only a portion of the crosstalk energy fall within the detection bandwidth of 500
MIHz. This result encourages the use of lasers with a large hnewidth as long as the
waveguide bandwidth is larger than the signal spectrum. When the signal spectrum
broadened by the laser phase noise approaches the waveguide bandwidth, loss in signal
power begins to occur and performance deteriorates rapidly.
For comparison, this model was expanded to include the cases for three and
four adjacent channels for synchronous transmission. Figures 11 and 12 show the
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performance for the cases of three and four adjacent channels in a nonplanar waveguide
network with (v,8 1, 82,83)f(0.1,0.3,0.3,0.3) and (v,8 1,82,83,84)=(0. 1,0.3,0.3,0.3,0.3),
respectively. For three adjacent channels, a crosstalk level of less than -29 dB is
required for a power penalty of 1 dB or less at Pb = 10"15, as compared to a crosstalk level
of -26 dB for the case of two adjacent channels as shown in Fig. 5. The bit error floor
for three adjacent channels exists at 10-9 for a -20 dB crosstalk level irrespective of the
received peak power. In Fig. 12 for four adjacent channels, a crosstalk level of less than
approximately -30 dB is required for a power penalty of 1 dB or less at Pb - 10-15.
Here, the bit error floor exist around 10-7 for -20 dB crosstalk level. The differences
between Figs. 11 and 12 are not as dramatic as those seen between Figs. 11 and 5.
Figures 13 and 14 show subtle changes in the normalized optimal threshold in
comparison to Fig. 5. There appears to be a very slight change in the normalized optimal
threshold as the number of adjacent channels increases.
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Figure 14: Normalized optimal threshold a vs. A2/2 as a function of crosstalk levels
with (V,81,82,83,84) = (0.1,0.3,03,03,03).
2. Case II
Figure 15 shows the performance of case two where all laser sources have the
same mean wavelength but have different noise processes for (v,8 1,82 ) = (0.1,0,0). A bit
error rate floor exists at Pb = 10-10 for-20 dB crosstalk level. The permitted crosstalk
level is less than -29 dB for a power penalty of 1 dB or less at Pb = 10-15. In general the
performance of case two is always worse than that of case one given the same v and
crosstalk level. It is obvious that the crosstalk effect is reduced by using laser sources
with different wavelengths.
3. Case Ell
Figure 16 shows the performance of case three when all laser sources are
identical with the exception of the initial phases. The performance is slightly worse than
that in Figure 15.
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4. Power Penalty Plot Summary
Sresults for tw o adjacent channels w ith synchronous transm ission are
summarized in Figs. 17, 18 and 19 as power penalty relative to a single-channel operation
versus crosstalk levels, versus the frequency spacing-bit rate ratios 81 = 82, and versus
the normalized linewidths, respectively. All results were taken at Pb = 10.15. Figure 17
shows that as the crosstalk level increases, so does the power penalty. It also shows that
the smaller the normalized linewiath, the more sensitive the system is to smaller crosstalk
levels. Figure 18 shows that as the power penalty increases, the normalized frequency
spacing decreases. Finally, Fig. 19 supports the results in Fig. 17. For normalized
linewidths less than 5, the power penalty dramatically increases.
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Figure 17: Power penalty vs. crosstalk level for a normalized frequency spacing of
61 5=O8 - .3.
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This chapter presented a mathematical framework to analyze the performance of
synchronous optical chip interconnects in terms of the bit error probability versus the
received power as a function of the crosstalk level, frequency spacing, and laser
linewidth. This analysis can handle any number of adjacent channels. The conclusion
drawn from this investigation is that adjacent channels must use laser sources of different
wavelengths to reduce the effect of crosstalk. Laser sources with a large linewidth also
help, as long as the waveguide bandwidth is much larger than the resulting signal
spectrum. In fact, this is the only way to reduce the effect of a given crosstalk level when
all laser sources have the same mean wavelength. When all laser sources are locked to
the master source, the performance depends explicitly on a crosstalk level given a
received peak power.
Similar conclusions appear in Ref. 8 via a different mathematical approach that
applies to two adjacent channels only. The mathematical framework presented in this
chapter will be applied to the asynchronous case in the next chapter.
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Ill. ASYNCHRONOUS OPTICAL CHIP INTERCONNECTS
A. ANALYSIS
As in the synchronous transmission analysis, for mathematical convenience, the
complex envelope notation of a real signal is adopted. Thus, for a given transmitted bit
bio of a given channel 0 whose laser phase noise process is 00(t), the signAl at the input
of the photodiode is designated as
si(t) =- bi0eieo('[u(t)- u(t - T)]
+J -o ik,_lej0 W(+(O (0+0k,-l ][U(t) - u(t - 1k (14)
k=1 42•
+ M k oA bik oeJ+ok (+ [u(t- Zk)- u(t-- T)]
k=1
where A is the OOK signal amplitude; bik.-1 and bik.0 are the previous and the present bit
in channel k relative to bit bi0; ok (W) is the laser phase noise process; and cok, ýk.-1 and
4k.0 are the frequency spacing and the initial phase differences between channels k and
0, respectively. The parameter Tk represents the uniformly distributed random delay
between bi0 and bik.0. The function u(t) denotes the unit step function. The parameter Ck
represents the coupling from channel k to channel 0. The summation term in equation (1)
thus represents the crosstalk from M adjacent channels into channel 0. In equation (1), all
waveguides have the same attenuation. For the case of M = 2 and synchronous bit
transmission, that is, only the two nearest adjacent channels are considered, equation (1)
reduces to the result in equation (2.4) in Ref. 8. In this case Ck = B/-l" 2B, k=1,2
where B is the total power coupled from a waveguide into its adjacent waveguide. In
practice, bik.., and bik,0 ,k 0,1,--.,M are not necessarily equal to zero or one. Let rk, k =
0,1,-,M be the extinction ratio of the laser of channel k (defined as the ratio of the
transmitted power of the logical zero to that of a logical one). Then
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boko,bok.-l = NrrId +Irk) for logical zero and b11oobl_, =.Jrk0 + rk) for logical
one. Hereafter, rk's are assumed identical for all channels.
Let R--nq/hf be the photodiode responsitivity [Ref. 14 - Ref. 15] where n. S 1 is the
quantum efficiency, q is the electron charge (1.610-19 C), h is Planck's constant (6.626 x
10-34 J.s), and f is the frequency. The output of the photodiode is
Rfsi(tA2 + w 6(t)+ w&(t) where w,(t) is the shot noise generated by the photodiode and
wak(t) is the dark current noise. The output of the photodiode plus the post-detection
thermal noise n(t) is integrated by the integrate-and dump filter with the normalization
constant R resulting in the decision variable Y1 as follows:
1 2 1 TT




Xi- jO Isi(tX dt (15b)
R J--J0 w(t)dt (15c)
Wk - Wdk (t)dt (15d)
N =J'n(t~it. (15e)
Since n(t) is a zero mean Gaussian process with spectral density No, the Gaussian random
variable N also has zero mean and its variance N is given by
0T2 _-TN0
N = -=R (16)
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On the other hand, the shot noise ws(t) is a non-stationary process since the envelope of
the signal at the input of the photodiode, namely Isi(t)I, is time-dependent. Therefore, the
shot noise w.(t) can be modeled as a zero mean wide-sense stationary Gaussian process
whose spectral density Wo(bi), given a bit pattern b1 - (b o,bU..,'",bjM..,bii.O,-,bjM.0), is
proportional to the conditional mean of the squared envelope of the input signal. In other
words, E{Isi (t)21b11 approximates ISi(t)12 over a bit time T. Based on this approximation,
the shot noise spectral density can be obtained as follows [Ref. 17]
WOb)= qRE{Isi (tA21Ei}1- 2(2C1 MbM
iqRA2 b~ 2 2 k= +1YCkb _I b (17)-- qR 2bi0.kik
" k=1 k=1
From equation (15c) and equation (17), the conditional variance of W, given a bit pattern
bi is
T 2,ob (18)
The dark current noise spectral density function is qIdk where Idk is the dark current. The
variance of the dark current noise is ow. = Tqldk/R . The random variable Xi in
equation (15b) consists of the signal term, the signal-crosstalk terms, and the crosstalk-
crosstalk terms.
The statistics of the crosstalk terms are extremely difficult to obtain (if possible).
Consequently, for tractable analysis, Yi is modeled as a Gaussian random variable. Such
a Gaussian approximation has also been used in Ref. 8 for synchronous transmission with
a different mathematical approach. Gaussian approximations are commonly used to
obtain the bit error probability for lightwave systems when the exact statistics of the
decision variable cannot be analytically obtained [Refs. 13,17 -18]. From equation (15b),
the mean of Xi conditional on a given bit pattern li is given by
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R bi= E{Xj[bi}
M M (19)1 C1 2 27h 1_:C ik.A-2Tb2o + A~r•_ +- A27bo
2 C4k=1k 4 I"=1
From equation (18) and equation (B5) of Appendix B, the conditional variance 2. (bi)
of Xi can be calculated as follows:
M 4 2 C 2 2 bb 2 blo){,VI4X2(V2 + 82)
k=l 1 (8X2v8k[2x k
64x 6(V2 +8k2) 3
--e-2%v (2xvsin 2Wk + 218k cos27,•k)] (20)
+4x2(2 _212XV ,c2(V2 +s8)
+e-2sv(2X8k s 2n k - 2xvcos2X8k)]}
where v = T and 6 k = COkT/ 2 x . Here 0 is the laser linewidth. In summary, the
Gaussian approximation allows the decision variable Yi in equation (2) to be considered
as a Gaussian random variable with conditional mean Vi =i)- Ribi) in equation (19)
and conditional variance a2. (b2 ) given by
(~y2| 'bi)" = 2i ('bi) + C12W. ('hi) + r2• +2N.(1W~ +4N (21)
For a threshold a, the conditional bit error probability given bit patterns Vi = (boo,






P~)= lerc'Vi(E) _ (22c)
and erfc( - ) is again defined (as in equation (10d)) as
erfc(a) = -- e-X  dx. (22d)
The bit error probability Pb is obtained by taking the expectation of Pb(bil..1,.**, biM.-1,
bi.O,"',biM.O) with respect to the bit patterns (bi1 ..1,'"*, biJ,.I Ibbl.o--,biM.o). Since there are
22M such patterns, the bit error probability becomes
b ._ . b . b . bi.o)Pbtbi -.1 .. ,blM .- ,bi.o bim... ) (23)
where the summation is over all 22M patterns (bil,'", biM,.1 , bj-,o,"',bMj,O). The optimal
threshold that minimizes the bit error probability is the value that satisfies equation (24).
(24)
- - 1 Io = o.
Equation (24) is obtained by setting aPb/aCo to zero.
In the case when all laser sources have the same mean wavelength but are
uncorrelated, the above results apply by setting 8 k = 0 , k = 1, 2,--.,M in equation (21).
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Furthermore, when all laser sources are identical such that all sources have the same
wavelength and phases noise process except for the random initial phases, then O (b)
in equation (20) reduces to
41i Ci) J- CikA4 T bio(bik.- + bio). (25)12 k=1
B. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, numerical results are presented for a systei,• with a bit rate of 500
Mb/s. The responsitivity of the photodiode is taken to be 0.5 and the laser extinction
ratio is 1/20. The dark current Idk = 10 nA. The effective noise temperature of a low
noise amplfier-integrate and dump-slicer receiver is 180 K. Furthermore, assuming a
matched load of RL = 50 Q, the post-detection thermal noise current spectral density is
No = 2kTO/RL = 10-22 A2/Hz [Ref. 15 and Ref. 20], where k = 1.38 x 10-23 J/K is the
Boltzmann's constant.
This section is broken down into the three cases for the probability of bit error plots
and the power penalty plot summaries. The power penalty plots compare the case of two
adjacent channels having synchronous transmission with the case of two adjacent
channels having asynchronous transmissicn. The cases summarized in the three power
penalty plots are for a bit error probability Pb of 10.15. The data collected is the result of
the MATLAB model of the optical chip interconnect for asynchronous transmission
(Appendix D) and synchronous transmission (Appendix C). The first case of laser source
occurs when all channels operate with independent laser sources. Case two occurs when
all laser sources have the same mean wavelength but have different noise processes, and




Figures 20-21 show the bit, "robability Pb versus the received peak power
A2/2 for various levels of crosstalk from two adjacent channels relative to that of a single
channel operation (zero crosstalk) and with laser linewidth-bit rate ratio and frequency
spacing-bit rate ratios (v,8 1,82 ) taken to be (0.1,0.3,0.3) and (0.1,0.7,0.7), respectively.
From Fig. 20, the bit error rate floor exists around Pb = 10.15 for -20 dB crosstalk
irrespective of the received peak power. Crosstalk levels must be less than -26 dB for a
power penalty of 1 dB or less for Pb = 10-15. From Fig. 21, it is seen that by increasing
the frequency the frequency spacing the crosstalk can be reduced to less than -23 dB for
1 dB or less in power penalty at Pb = 10.15-
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Figure 20: Pb vs. A2/2 as a function of crosstalk levels with (VSI ,82) -- (0.1,0.3,0.3).
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Figure 23: Normalized optimal threshold ax vs. A2/2 as a function of crosstalk levels
with (V, 819,82) = (0. 1, 0.79 0.7).
Figures 22-23 show the normalized optimum threshold versus the received
peak power as function of crosstalk levels. The optimum threshold decreases with
increasing crosstalk. Figure 24 shows the results for (v,8 1, 2 ) = (1,0.3,0.3). It is seen
that a laser with a larger laser linewidth-bit rate ratio improves the performance. For 0.7
dB or less in power penalty when Pb = 10-15, the permitted crosstalk level is less than
-23 dB instead of -26 dB as in Fig. 20. When the normalized linewidth v is increased
to 5 as in Fig. 25, there is less than 0.7 dB power penalty for crosstalk levels less then
- 17 dB. This happens because only a portion of the crosstalk energy falls within the
detection bandwidth of 500 MHz. This result encourages the use of lasers with a large v
as long as the waveguide bandwidth is larger than the signal spectrum. When the signal
spectrum broadened by the laser phase noise approaches the waveguide bandwidth, loss








Figure 26 shows the performance of case two when all laser sources have the
same mean wavelength but with different noise process for (v,61,82 ) = (0.1, 0, 0). A bit
error rate floor exists at Pb = 10"14 irrespective of the received peak power. The permitted
crosstalk level is less than -26 dB for a power penalty of 1 dB or less at Pb - 10-15. In
general, the performance of case two is always worse than that of case one given the
same and crosstalk level. It is obvious that the crosstalk effect is reduced by using laser
sources with different wavelengths.
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Figure 26: Pb vs. A2/2 as a function of crosstalk levels with (v,8 1 ,82 ) = (0.1,0,0).
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3. Case Ill
Figure 27 shows the performance of case three when all lasers are identical
with the exception of the initial phases. The performance is slightly better than that in
Fig. 26. These results relate directly back to the derivation of equation (25) and are
opposite to those in Case 11 for synchronous transmission.
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4. Power Penalty Plot Summary
Figure 28 shows the power penalty versus crosstalk level for two interfering
channels with a normalized frequency spacing of 0.3 as a function of the normalized laser
linewidth. The power penalty for the synchronous transmission where 8k = 0.3 in
equation (1) is also plotted for comparison. In general, the power penalty is smaller for
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asynchronous transmission when the linewidth is less than 3 for crosstalk levels up to
-20 dB. For larger laser linewidths, the power penalty for synchronous transmission is
slightly less. Figure 29 shows the power penalty versus normalized frequency spacing
for two interfering channels with a normalized linewidth of 0.1 as a function of the
crosstalk level. In general, the power penalty for asynchronous transmission is less than
that of synchronous transmission. Figure 30 shows the power penalty for two interfering
channels versus the normalized laser linewidth with a normalized frequency spacing of
0.3, as a function of the crosstalk level. In general, the power penalty for asynchronous
transmission for normalized laser linewidths less than 3 is less than that for synchronous
transmission.
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Figure 28: Power Penalty vs. crosstalk level for a normalized frequency spacing of
81 = 82 = 0.3 for asynchronous and synchronous transmission.
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C. DISCUSSION
To conclude, this chapter presented a mathematical framework to analyze the
performance of asynchronous optical chip interconnects in terms of the bit error
probability versus the received peak power as a function of the crosstalk level, frequency
spacing, and laser linewidth. Furthermore, the analysis can handle any number of
adjacent channels. The conclusion drawn from this investigation is that adjacent channels
must use laser sources of different wavelengths to reduce the effect of crosstalk. Laser
sources with a large linewidth also help, as long as the waveguide bandwidth is much
larger than the resulting signal spectrum. In fact, this is the only way to reduce the effect
of a given crosstalk level when all laser sources are locked to a master source. The
performance depends explicitly on the crosstalk level given a received peak power.
Finally, as seen by Figs. 28, 29, and 30, asynchronous optical chip interconnects perform
better than their synchronous counterparts.
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VL CONCLUSION
This thesis derived a crosstalk model for an optical chip interconnect that determines
the crosstalk-induced system penalty caused by the coupling between two or more
adjacent channels in a single-mode waveguide array. MATLAB version 3.5k was useful
in the development and the verification of the model. The resulting performance curves
and power penalty plot summaries demonstrate the effectiveness of the model for both
synchronous and asynchronous transmission. In general, the asynchronous case proved
to be more sensitive than the synchronous case for crosstalk levels less than -20 dB and
normalized laser linewidths less than 2. These results follow those in Ref. 9 where it was
determined that the sensitivity of an asynchronous receiver is only about 0.5 dB less than
its synchronous counterpart.
Study is currently underway to determine the effect on this crosstalk model of
shutting down one or more of the adjacent channels during transmission. The results
from this study should further verify the effectiveness of this model.
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APPENDIX A - DERIVATION OF THE CONDITIONAL
MEAN SQUARE VALUE OF X, GIVEN fi FOR
SYNCHRONOUS TRANSMISSION
The conditional mean square value of Xi given bi is important in the derivation of the
conditional variance 4.2X (bi) of Xi (equation (8)). The derivation of the conditional mean
square begins by finding the expectation of X; (see equation (6)) given ;j.
f 2 -1r 2  +10 M- 2 d40t-k -0 t-4kEJXb =j E1J 22 1 M XCkA bi0bik [f'()4 t-ot*t'' 2 2 k=1 ed
+J' e-j00(tz8~)-cokt-0k Idt]
0MM
+ i 7x CkCdAý bikbi Jel2k=11=1
fA4 2 1M 42 n i rT~et t-ot* IdE ~o+ - I CC 1  W~bjbe~4kd
k1-42 =11f
2 lk=11=1 L
+1 MM 4 2T 1(t9kWCth
I M M MM
4X 11 IXCmCDCkCA bimbmbikbil
m=ln=lk=lI=l
TAek (t)-.()+(cWk -'M)t+*k -m01dt
x
M




X[gg 4e-iak (t-[),E{CAOO(t)-Gk (t)-eO(Ot+Ok ('C)]}t
+ T T ej ,k (t-_)Eje-I9o(0 f),k (,)_eo(Y)+(,k (']1 "d ] 
(A.1)
1MM+i M ~k2 4 2 2 2+- XX C ,CA4 T~b 1
4 k=1t=I
In the derivation of equation (A. 1), all the initial phase differences, Ok, k = 1, 2,..-,
M are uniform variables over (0, 2nr).
Let V = O0(t)-Ok(t)-[o0('o)-Ok(@)]• The laser phase noise 4k(t), k = 0, l,-, M
is characterized by a Wiener process [Ref. 17 - Ref. 18] such that dek(t)/dt = 2xg4(t)
where g(t) is a zero mean white Gaussian process of PSD P/2x Hz where A3 is the laser
linewidth (assumed to be the same for all laser sources). The variance of Ok(t) is 27cpt.
The process V is a zero mean Gaussian process and can be expressed as
V = 22rJo[Ro(tI)-k j(tI)}td- 2rotj[pgo(ti) - jik((tI)}2iI (A.2)
= 2xfr[J0(ti)-IJk(tl)]dtI.
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Therefore, the variance ay? is given by
a 224x 2
W j 4xJ~E{[I.o(tl) - 1 k(t1 )IlIo(t 2) - k(t2 )]}dt~dt 2
ffi 4 x21r 1 .- (t1 - t 2 )dtldt2It' l (A.3)
ft 4 It-J!I(It - TI- IuI)~u)du
-- 41 It-AI.
Using the fact that V and -4 are both Gaussian random variable with zero mean and
variance 47rc31t - 'r, the expectation value is [Ref. 13]
E{ejWl Eje j = e VP -2 e 1lt-%. (A.4)
Substituting equation (A.4) into equation (A.1), the conditional mean variance is simplified
to
12{2 k -0 4 " 2b" k fC,'rk2A4 'T2b2b
kk=i
+ 1 .M i 4 2 r r .. 2 R 1
.. ,
1 r,2 42 4 T2 2
4 LLk=11=1 k1Atikbit





+ IC4A4b2ob.2f,,+(T 1•I C UUAI rcos0j)kudu
2 =k=1
y iC2C2 4 22 24 kl/flk1A44
= 4t2b•0 +jM-'kC2 iOi
4 2 k=1
jMM 2C2 4 2 2 24- , k 1A T bikbit
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+XC 4T 2b2b2 2xv
k= k t470(V2 + 82 167g4(V2 +68 22
qx[2vc 2IIv (2X~k sin Wk8 - 2xv cos 2,ck) (A.5)
+23r~ke 2 xv(298k cos2X~k + 2xrvsin 22zk)
+42v2  4z282]
where v O T and Sk =CIokT/ 2 x.
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APPENDIX B - DERIVATION OF THE CONDITIONAL MEAN
SQUARE VALUE OF X, GIVEN Ei FOR ASYNCHRONOUS
TRANSMISSION
The conditional mean square value of Xi given E1 is important in the derivation of
the conditional variance a2. (6k) of Xi (equation (20)). The random variable Xi is
derived from equations (14) and (15b). By taking the expectation of Xý, given Ei and -1c
where '~=(1,,, 2 ...... m) ,the conditional mean square is
EIX?rbi,-} = AE fTh2 + , Cb 10bik -1 [JT' e49o(t)-8k t-Cokt-*'ik ..1 I
+: kiob+ijk[J 0Ie~~e z-k-io
4k 1 k=
x[u(t) - uk) - cit -)]dt
+j TeiAeo(t)-ok(tY-oakt-aOi.I][U(t) 
- Uk) - u'Ek T)]dt]
k=11=
X[ut)u(t - rk)IU - u(t -]d




xqU(t) - U(t - ?k )Iu(t -tl - u(t - TP
+ :,CC, kbj, (B.1)
k=11=1
XJ 0 CeAk (t)-O(t)+(Wk- Q)t+Oik,*.0Oi.0
X[U(t - TO) - u(t - T)Iu(t -,) - u(t - T)]dt}2 .
Expanding the terms, the conditional mean becomes
E{XIb,'-1 2 EJ b4 +M 2. M
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+0 Cfbob T
I= %=1=
+f kf"k i(  t-4~7k (O 000'[Okgldc
.C2 b~b~o 2- tkTl
k-,7lk 1lt
k=11=1
+2 XCkbiOb~ ikT(T -rk)
k=1




Evauain te epetaio o each term, eqution Se(B.)- bec-omesk c] d
k=1
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e.jmj- ,(t,)Ej{e,[ ,(t)4k.(0,0 ()+,k(<,)Jr.~ (Bt.3)
The conditional variance of Xi given by bi and i is given by
yx,C1 ,,) = Ej{Xbi,',l j-r•,••)f
= • A4Mc2b2 b2-
-- 
1 -'k i0 k -4 k= l
+XCkbiobik.o
-k=I
.r;e, k. ,,e <-j ,,,it-, ,o<,>9 (-Sk<,t.-, 0<>.,,,.<,,k ,,<,d]
It should be noted that the derivation of equation (B.4) depends on the fact that all initial
phase differences 4• with k = 1, 2,..., M are uniform random variables over (0,2x).
Let lv=eo(t)-ek(t)-[Oo@k)-ek(t). Thelaser phase noise (k(t) withk =0, 1,-,
M is characterized by a Wiener process [Ref. 17 - Ref. 18] such that dOk(t)/dt = 2qI(t)
where g(t) is a zero mean white Gaussian process of PSD 0/2x Hz where 0 is the laser
linewidth (assumed to be the same for all laser sources). The variance of Ok(t) is 2xit.
The process V is a zero mean Gaussian process and can be expressed as
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V- 2,J'[iAo(t,) - iA (,,)Jt - 219fj[Io(t,)- iLk(t,)Jit 1
=2zJ[x ot) Idi)d 1  (B.5)
Therefore, the variance 02V is given by
-Y, = tfJ t E{[,Jo(ti) - jk(tl)1i9o(t2 ) - gk(t2 )]}dtldt2
= 4x2JtJWt1Pt- t2 )dt1dt2 (B6
= 4xp.., (It - 'CI - lul8(u)du
Using the fact that i and -V are both Gaussian random variables with zero mean and
variance 4oIct - i, the expected value is [Ref. 13]
=,eji}-o ,e / o- e -,. V(B.7)
Substituting equation (B.7) into (B.4), the conditional variance obtained is
2= A'" Ik=1b'o~k..OJik -JO e 2O coscaOk(t -lcd
c+2C2b 2 bkOJ Jt -1 cosCok(t - ')dtd4
k=1
+_Ckbiobiko .J. (jT _ --II )e-2,, cos - ,k Ud.}k=1
Finanly, the conditional variance of X1 given b1 is obtained by averaging <:ix. (b+,'+)
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M 42 2 " 2 2 0 XV
=yx CXCIA 4T 2bjo(bLj .I + biko {~2(v2 82)
k=1 4 V+k
I
X(8X~2 Vbk[298 - e-2 2¶2xvsin Wzk + W~ck cos22Wk)]
k4c8 _ V2 ) (B.9)
[2xv- 4x2(V2 + )82
x(2x8k sin 2xk8, - 2nvcos2XSk)])}
where v- 3T and 8 k = cokT/ 2 n.
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APPENDIX C - MATLAB MODEL OF OPTICAL CHIP
INTERCONNECT FOR SYNCHRONOUS TRANSMISSION
This model is for the case of 2 adjacent channels with (v,8 1,8 2 ) = (0.1,0.3,0.3) for
synchronous transmission. The MATLAB version used was version 3.5k. The program
itself is a translation of equations (1) through (13) into MATLAB code.
"% Synchronous Case: No=iE-22
"% Case 1.3: nu=.1 and delta function subscript k (delk)f.3
"% th2chl3x.m






Idk=fOE-9; % dark current










ck9=7.943E-2; %-1 1 dB
cklO=.1585; %- 8 dB
ck=[O 3.16E-4 6.32E-4 1.26E-3 2.52E-3 5.012E-3.01 1.995E-2 3.981E-2 7.943E-2
.1585];
% Pattern bit values
%bl=[.2182.9759.9759.2182]; %for bl 1,bOl for patterns AB,C,D














bOO-.2182; % approximate zero
blO-.9759; % approximate 1










% -60dB c-Peak Powerc=-44dB





% The goal here is to solve the equation for the optimal threshold
% vs peak power
alpha--zeros~length(ps),length(ck));
PBE--zeros(length(ps),length(ck));
for j= i:length(ck); % coupling values loop













































"% Determine the probability of bit error for each optimal threshold









PBE(nj)=(pOA(n)+plA(n)+pOB(n)+p 1B(n)+pOC(n)+p 1C(n)+pOD(n)+p ID(n))/1 6;
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% n-n+l;






































































axis([-60 -44 -21 -5])
plot(PB,pl ,'-,PB ,p2,'-',PB,p3,'-',PB~p4,'-',PB,p5,-',PB,p6,'-',PB,p7,'-'),..
semilogy,grid,..
%titleCPerformance Curves: case 1.3 (nu=.1,delk=.3)'),..










































APPENDIX D - MATLAB MODEL OF AN OPTICAL CHIP
INTERCONNECT FOR ASYNCHRONOUS TRANSMISSION
This model is for the case of 2 adjacent channels with (v,81,82 ) - (0.1,0.3,0.3) for
asynchronous transmission. The MATLAB version used was version 3.5k. The program
itself is a translation of equations (14) through (25) into MATLAB code.
"% Asynchronous Case: No-IE-22
"% k=2 implying two channels
" Case 1.3: nu=.1 and delta function subscript k (delk)=.3
"% th2asl3x.m



















ck=[0 3.16E-4 6.32E-4 1.26E-3 2.52E-3 5.011E-3.01 1.995E-2 3.98 1E-2 7.943E-2
.1585];



























































































bOO=-.. .,2; % approximate zero


















"% The goal here is to solve the equation for the optimal threshold




for j=1:length(ck); % coupling values loop
n=1;





















































































































FG=(l/SOG)*eXp(-((a-niOG).A2)./(2*sOG2))-( I/s lG)*exp(-((mlG-a).A2)/(2*s 1G2));
FI=( l/sOI)*exp(-((a-rnOI).A2)./(2*sOI2))-( l/SlI)*exp(-((ml-a).A2)/(2*s 112));
FJ=(1/sOJ)*eXp(-((a-MOH).A2)./(2*sOJ2))-(l/SlJ)*exp(-((m1J-a).A2)/(2*s I 2));
FK=(1/sOK)*exp(-((a-mOK).A2)./(2*sOK2))-( 1/si K)*exp(-((mlK-a).A2)/(2*s 12));
FL=( l/sOL)*exp(-((a-mOL).A2)./(2*sOL2))-(l/s lL)*exp(-((mlL-a).A2)/(2*s1L2));









"% Determine the probability of bit error for each optimal threshold























































































































axis(f -60 -44 -21 -5))
plot(PB,pl ,'-',PB,p2,'-',PB,p3,'-',PB,p4,'-',PB,p5,'-',PB,p6,'-',PB,p7,'-'),..
seznilogy,grid1..
%tidle(case 1 .3,nu=. 1 ,delk=.3: Four channels-Asynchronous'),..









































APPENDIX E - MATLAB MODEL FOR THREE ADJACENT
CHANNELS WITH SYNCHRONOUS TRANSMISSION
This model is for the case of three adjacent channels with (v,A.8,5 3) =
(0.1,0.3,0.3,0.3) for synchronous transmission. The MATLAB version used was version
3.5k. The program itself is a translation of equations (1) through (13) into MATLAB code
for k-3.
% Synchronous Case
% k=3 implying three channels
% Case 1.3: nu=.1 and delta function subscript k (delk)=.3
% th3chl3.m
% 1 Aug 93

















ck9=7.943E-2; %-1 1 dB
cklO=.1585; %-8 dB
ck=[0 3.16E-4 6.32E-4 1.26E-3 2.52E-3 5.012E-3.01 1.995E-2 3.981E-2
7.943E-2.1585];
% Pattern bit values
%bl=[.2182.9759.9759.2182.2182.2182.9759.9759];
%for b21,bl 1,b01 for patterns A,B,CDE,F,GH
%b2=[.9759.2182.9759.2182.2182.9759.2182.9759];




































bOO=.2182; % approximate zero
bl0=.9759; % approximate 1



















% The goal here is to solve the equation for the optimal threshold
69
% vs peakk power
P -eolegh(ps)J ength(ck));
for j-1:length(ck); % coupling values loop
nui;




























































%Solve the equation F(a)=0 to optimize a, the threshold. F(a)=O comes
% from (dP/da)=O
a=0:.001 :1;












"% Determine the probability of bit error for each optimal threshold



















+pOE~)+p 1 ýn)+pF(n)+p 1F(n)+pOG(n)+plG(n)+pOH(n)+p 1H(n))132;


































































axis([-60 -44 -21 -5])
plot(PB,pl1,'-',PB ,p2,'-',PB,p3,'-',PB ,p4,'-' ,PB ,p5,-',PB ,p6,'-',PB 'p7,'-'),..
semilogy,grid,..
%tid~e(case 1 .O,nu=. 1,delk=-O: Three channels),..










































APPENDIX F - MATLAB MODEL FOR FOUR ADJACENT
CHANNELS FOR SYNCHRONOUS TRANSMISSION
This model is for the case of four adjacent channels with (v,8 1,8 2 ,5 3 ,8 4 ) =
(0.1,0.3,0.3,0.3,0.3) for synchronous transmission. The MATLAB version used was
version 3.5k. The program itself is a translation of equations (1) through (13) into
MATLAB code for k=4.
% Synchronous Case
% k=4 implying four channels
% Case 1.3: nu=.I and delta function subscript k (delk)=.3
% th4chl3x.m
% 22 Aug 93

















ck9=7.943E-2; %- 11 dB
cklO=.1585; %-8 dB
ck=[0 3.16E-4 6.32E-4 1.26E-3 2.52E-3 5.01 1E-3 .01 1.995E-2 3.981E-2
7.943E-2.1585];
% Pauern bit values
%bl=[.2182 .9759 .9759 .2182 .2182.2182.9759 .9759 .2182 .2182 .2182
.9759 .9759 .9759 .2182 .9759];
%for b31,b21,bll,bOl for patterns AB,CD,E,F,GH,IJ,K,L,M,N,O,P
%b2=[.9759 .2182.9759 .2182 .2182.9759.2182.9759 .2182 .2182 .9759
.2182.9759 .2182.9759 .9759];
%for b32,b22,b12,bO2 for patterns A,B,C,D,E,F,GH,I,J,KL,M,N,O,P
%b3=[.9759 .9759 .9759 .9759 .2182.2182.2182 .2182.2182 .9759 .2182
.2182.2182 .9759 .9759 .9759];
%for b33,b23,b13,b03
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%b4-E.9759 .9759 .9759 .9759 .9759 .9759 .9759 .9759 .2182 .2182 .2182



















































































bOO=.2182; % approximate zero
blO=.9759; % approximate 1



















% The goal heae is to solve the equation for the optimal threshold
% vs peak power
PlEngto~lngh~p)Jenth(ck));
for j- lHength(ck); % coupling values loop







































"% Determine the sigma for each of the 1 bit patterns
sIA-sqrt(4*ckoj)d*blO12*k*b5A+qcnst*(blOA2+ckoj)*b5A)+vnoise+vdark);




















































































"% Determine the probability of bit error for each optimal threshold













































































plot(PB,al1,'-',PB,a2,'-',PB,a3 ,'-',PB,a4,'-',PB,a5 ,-',PB,a6,'-',PB,a7 ,'-'),..
grid,..










































a~xis([-60 -44 -21 -5])
plot(PB,p 1 ,'-',PB,p2,'-',PB,p3,'-' ,PB ,p4,'-' ,PB ,p5,'-',PB ,p6,'-',PB 'p7,'-'),..
%PB ,p8,'-',PB,p9,'-',PB,p IO,'-',PB,p1 1,'-')
semilogy,grid,.
%title('case 1 .3,nu=. I,delk=.3: Four channels'),.
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